Abstract.
Introduction
Suppose (M, g) is a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension N > 3 and suppose T is a closed smooth submanifold of dimension « . Then M -M\T is a noncompact manifold, and we want to consider Riemannian metrics g on M. Let S denote the scalar curvature of g multiplied by the constant (N -2)/4(N -1) and S the corresponding quantity for g. We consider the following basic Problem. Find a complete metric g that is conformai to g on M and has constant 5e.
This problem was first considered by Loewner and Nirenberg [LN] when M is the sphere SN and S = -I and then generalized by Aviles and McOwen [AM] to arbitrary M. The result is the following: M admits a complete conformai metric g with S = -1 if and only if « > (N -2)/2 .
In attempting to study the case S > 0, one immediately encounters a constraint involving the "conformai Laplacian" where of course |V * | and dV are in terms of g. The Sobolev quotient is a conformai invariant, i.e., Qo depends only on the conformai class of g on M, so we shall write Qo -Qo(M) ; Xo is not a conformai invariant, but the condition Xo < 0 is conformally invariant and equivalent to Qo < 0. The constraint for S >0 may be expressed as follows:
Proposition. If (M, g) admits a conformai metric g with S > 0 then Qo(M) > 0.
To prove the proposition, let us recall that if g = w4/(W-2)g where « is a positive function, then (0.2) Agu + Su(N+2^N~V = Su. Now if Qo < 0 then Xo < 0, so there is a smooth submanifold with boundary Mo c M such that the Xq(Mq , g) < 0. Let v be the eigenfunction corresponding to Xo(M0, g): v > 0 in Mo, v = 0 on dM0, and (-Ag + S)v = XqV . Using Green's Identity (with v = exterior normal and da = induced measure
J\MQ so we cannot have S > 0 in Mo . Notice that Qo is defined for the noncompact manifold M. However, using cutoff functions we can show that if « < N -2 then Qo(M) = Q(M) = mf<peC^(M)Q(<P) where
(In fact, if r(x) is a smooth positive function on M that equals the geodesic distance to T in a neighborhood of T, then we can find ipj € C0X(M) satisfying |Vy>| < Cj, y/j(x) = 1 for r(x) > 2/j and Vj(x) = 0 for r(x) < l/j, so that / \Vy/j\2dV < Cj2 [ rN-"-xdr < Cxj"-N+1.
Jm Ji/i
Since Qo(M) > Q(M) and if « < N -2 we have Q(ytj(p) -» Q(<p), then
Qo(M) = Q(M).) Hence we could replace Qo(M) by Q(M) in the theorem below. The case ßo = 0 appears to be quite subtle, as exemplified by the following (cf. [J] ): If T is a point in the torus TN , then TN\T does not admit a complete conformai metric with constant scalar curvature. However, if Qo > 0 then Lee and Parker [LP] and Jin [J] have obtained the following: If Y is a finite number of points in M and Qo > 0 then there is a complete conformai metric g on M with S = 0.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize this last result and complement the result of [AM] by letting Y be a closed smooth submanifold of dimension « < (N -2)/2 as follows:
Theorem. If Y is a closed smooth n-dimensional submanifold of the compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension N, then M = M\Y admits a complete conformai metric g with constant zero scalar curvature provided « < (N-2)/2 and Q(M)>0.
The proof of this theorem requires an analysis near Y. If we use r(x) as above, then the conformai metric g = r~2g is complete. In [MM] the manifold (M, g) was described as having a "warped cylindrical end" since g is asymptotic to e2zd62 + dz2 + doe2 (where r = e~z, d62 is the induced metric on Y, and doe2 is the standard metric on the sphere sN~"~x) and the conformai Laplacian Lg was studied using weighted Sobolev spaces: these results are summarized and somewhat generalized in §1 of this paper. In §2 we discuss a Sobolev inequality and regularity result for those weighted spaces, and in §3 we complete the proof of the theorem. Remark 1. Notice that Y may be disconnected, in which case M has multiple ends.
Remark 2. After completing this work, we received a preprint from Ph. Delanoë entitled Generalized stereographic projections with prescribed scalar curvature, which will appear in Geometry, Physics, and Nonlinear PDE's, edited by V. Oliker and A. Treibergs, a volume in the Contemporary Mathematics series published by the American Mathematical Society. In this work, Delanoë obtains a more direct proof of the above theorem by appealing to some calculations of R. Schoen and S. T. Yau (in Manuscripta Math. 28 (1979) , 159-183) and then goes on to generalize the result to achieve prescribed scalar curvature functions that vanish sufficiently quickly along Y.
Manifolds with warped cylindrical ends
Let us write A/= MoöU where M0 is a compact submanifold with boundary and U = {x e M : 0 < r(x) < e}. Provided e is small enough, we may identify Now, since g -r~2g -u4^N~2^g where u = r~(N~2)/2, we can compute S using (0.2)
where we have used rAr -> tV -« -1 as r -» 0 (which is proved for the Euclidean case in [LN] but generalizes easily). If we let S0 = ^3^(7 -« -1), then the condition n < (N -2)/2 is equivalent to So > 0, which guarantees that the quantity
Hence the results of [MM] show that the conformai Laplacian defines an operator
which is Fredholm of index zero provided -vo < ô < vq . The first result of this paper is to generalize (1.4) to the operator (1.5) Lg:W2+2JM)-^W2s(M).
Theorem 1.1. The operator (1.5) is Fredholm of index zero for every nonnegative integer s provided n < (N -2)/2 and -vo < ö < vo. Proof. In [MM] the mapping (1.4) is studied by assuming g equals (1.1) in U (the more general case being achieved by perturbation theory) and then constructing a Fredholm inverse T by patching together Q, an exact inverse of L = Lg in U, with P, a parametrix for Lg on Mq . The required boundedness is achieved by establishing the a priori inequality (cf. [MM, (4.5) so we obtain (1.8). Next, for s > 2 we must show that \\u\\sj < C(\\u\\s + \\Lu\\s_2,s) and \\u\\s+XJ < C(\\u\\s+ \\Lu\\s^XtS) imply (1.9) \\Ds+2u\\s<C(\\u\\s + \\Lu\\s,s).
But Lu e W2 ä c Lj implies u e W22 & , so we may apply (1.7), with s -2 in place of 5, to D2u, \\Ds+2u\\s < \\D2u\\s,s < C(\\D2u\\s + \\LD2u\\s_2,s).
Moreover, ||D2w|U < C(||w||¿ + ||Lm||¿) and \\LD2u\\s_2,ô < \\[L, D2]u\\s_2,s + H^LmII^,, < C(\\u\\s+lis + \\Lu\\s,s) < C(\\u\\s + \\Lu\\sJ), so we obtain (1.9). Thus we obtain (1.7) by induction and hence (1.5) is Fredholm.
The proof that (1.5) has zero Fredholm index is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [MM] , so this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
We, in fact, would like to know that (1.5) is an isomorphism. In this section we obtain values of s and ô that guarantee u e W2S(M) is a continuous function vanishing at infinity. This was considered by Cantor [C] for the case « = 0 and M = RN ; our treatment parallels his in some respects. We shall first state a lemma holding in U (i.e., near infinity of M) before Proo/. It suffices to prove (2.1) for (N -«)/2 < s < N -n. Since T is compact, it also suffices to prove (2.1) with Cn = Cd (0n) • Thus we may restrict our attention to £, € N8o(Y), and for notational convenience in this proof we shall write «(£) instead of u(6o,Ç). Moreover, the metric g on \£\ < e is equivalent (in terms of volume and length but not curvature) to the Euclidean metric, so for this proof we shall use |^| to denote Euclidean length and \Ç\g to denote the length in the metric g: |f| « \Ç\g , dV « l^"""'^^ dwdO, etc.
For technical reasons, it is simpler to treat £ near infinity (cf. [C] ) than near 0, so we shall make the change of variables y = Ç/\Ç\2 so that u is supported near y = oo. Fix £0 with 0 < \^\g < e, let yo = Éo/IÉol2, and choose e 6 N6o(Y) with \e\ = I so that f°° d \to\-ßu(i0) = \y*\ßu(yo) = J -j-ßyo + te\ßu(y0 + te)] dt. ts~x dtdco.
We may compute \du/dt\ = \Vyu-e\ < \Vyu\g\e\g Combining this with (2.2) and (2.3) we see that we need only verify that
is bounded independent of |j>o| > 1/e • (This was claimed for « = 0 by Cantor [C] without rigorous proof; in fact, his argument would suggest that (2.4) is independent of yo for every 5 > (N-n)/2, but this is only true for (N-n)/2 < s <N-n.) But if s = N -n, then (2.4) is clearly independent of y o ■ It is easy to check the one-dimensional estimate Jx°?Eya\y -yo\y dy < C for -1 < y < 0 and a + y < -1. Then the (/V -n)-dimensional case follows from ly^-" > UÍ7 N , where y = (y,, ... , yN.n) e R*"» , and \y\a < UÍ'i" \yi\al{N~n), \y -yo\y < nf=7" \y. -yoi\yl(N-n), so we have ¡M>l/e \y\°\y -y0\? dy < C for -(N -n) < y < 0 and a + y < -(N -n). Thus we obtain (2.4) with y = 2(s + n-N) and a = 2(ß -ô-s-n) + N since (N -«)/2 <s < N -n and ß < 5 + «/2. The lemma is proved. Now return to the notation |<^|2 = gifi^ .
Using Lemma 2.1 we will prove Pick x e C°°[0, oo) with x(r) = 1 for 0 < r < e/3 and x(r) = 0 for r > 2e/3. Define xk(Ç) = x{k • |£|) so that xÁQ = 0 for |{| > 2e/3A: and \y[Xk\ < Qk1. But for / > 0, V'çXk is supported in e/3k < |£| < 2e/3k. Thus (2.5) |v^u = |iriv^i<c;
holds for / = 0, I, ... , s.
Since u e W2S(M) n C°(M) and we may assume u(6o,Ç) vanishes for |£| > e, we have ||t/(0o, *)\\s,s finite. Moreover \\Xk{*)u(6o, *)\\2S,S = ¿ IlVl¿Xk(*)u(8o, *))\\2s 
Proof of the main theorem
Recall that (M, g) is a complete Riemannian manifold with a warped cylindrical end and g is conformai to g on M. If we can solve Lgv = 0 with v > s > 0 on M, then the metric g = v4/(N~2)g will be complete, conformai to g, and have zero scalar curvature, so we will have proved our theorem.
Write v = Vo + vx where Vo is a smooth positive function satisfying vqr-v0+n/2 near r _ g : since n < (N -2)/2 implies So > 0 and hence u0 > n/2 (cf. (1.3) ), we see that v0 > e > 0 on M.
Next we must compute Lgv0 . Recall that g is asymptotic to go = r~2dr2 + r~2dd2 + da)2 as r -► 0. More precisely, if we write dd2 = gaßdda d6ß and dco2 -guvdco1* do? (where 1 < a, ß < n and n + I < p, v < N -I), then g = (r-2gaß(B) + 0(r~1)) dda ddß + (gß"(u) + 0(r2)) dco" do? + r'2 dr2 + O(r-X)drd0a + O(l)ddadojfl where 0(rq) means terms for which all derivatives rdr, dw , and rde are also 0(rq) as r -► 0 (see [MM, §7] for more details). We may then compute det£ = r-2"-2(det(ga/i))(det(^)) + 0(r'2"-x) so that Vdetl = r-"-'[(det(^))(det(^)) + O^-2"-1)]1/2 = r-"-1(det(ga/,))1/2(det(^))'/2 + 0(r~") and I / ^dctè = rn+x(det(gaß))-x'2(det(gfll/)rx'2 + 0(r"+2)
If we use matrix notation, and the Generalized Maximum Principle of [PW] shows that v > 0 on Mo , so v > e > 0 on M as desired.
